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DALLAS HOTEL REVAMPS MEETINGS WEBSITE WITH NEW INFORMATION 
Planning meetings at the Hyatt Summerfield Suites Dallas/Lincoln Park becomes even easier with  

updated website information.  

 

Dallas, TX – Planning a meeting can be a difficult affair: the meeting planner must coordinate with 

the attendees, book a location, determine catering needs and much more. To keep things simple, 

the Hyatt Summerfield Suites Dallas/Lincoln Park Hotel has updated its meeting website to provide 

more helpful information. This Dallas hotel recently added meeting room documents that detail how 

many individuals can fit into each space, as well as the dimensions of each room.  

 

Furthermore, the Dallas Summerfield Suites has asked 

events coordinator Beverly Jinkins to assist in planning 

Dallas small group meetings. Ms Jinkins will coordinate 

bookings, attempt to facilitate groups and inform meeting 

planners. This personal touch will ensure that the meeting 

planning process moves smoothly from inception to 

conclusion. 

 

These additions to the Hyatt Summerfield Suites 

Dallas/Lincoln Park Hotel will generally improve the entire meeting process. With professional staff 

and up to 1,000 square feet in meeting space, the meeting spaces at the hotel are ideal for small 

Dallas meetings. Those interested in planning their meeting at this Dallas hotel are encouraged to 

visit the Hyatt Summerfield Suites in Dallas meeting page to view meeting room dimensions and 

capacities. 

 

About the Hyatt Summerfield Suites Dallas/Lincoln Park Hotel 

 

This Hyatt Summerfield Suites Hotel sits conveniently near major Dallas attractions, including 

NorthPark Centre, American Airlines Center and Downtown Dallas. Featuring spacious apartment-

style suites, the hotel welcomes guests to make themselves at home with a separate living area, 

work space, kitchen and dining room areas. Guests can grab a bite to eat at the Gourmet 

Convenience Market or relax in a beautifully landscaped pool and hot tub. Stay connected with 

complimentary high speed wireless Internet access, or stay in shape in this Dallas hotel’s fitness 

room. Guests can also enjoy access to a 24-hour business center, complimentary shuttle service and 

laundry service. To learn more about the Hyatt Summerfield Suites Dallas/Lincoln Park or to book a 

Dallas meeting, visit http://www.dallaslincolnpark.summerfieldsuites.hyatt.com/ 
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